
Hungarian Folklore: Busójárás („Busó-walking”)  
 

The origin of the „Busó-walking 

The Busójárás (Busó-wakling) is an annual celebration of the Šokci (Croats) living in the town of 

Mohács, Hungary, held at the end of the Carnival season ("Farsang"), ending the day before Ash 

Wednesday.  

It starts on a Thursday, followed by the Kisfarsang (Little Farsang) 

carnival on Friday, with the biggest celebration, Farsangvasárnap 

(Farsang Sunday) on the seventh Sunday before Easter Sunday; the 

celebration then ends with Farsangtemetés (Burial of Farsang) on the 

following Tuesday (Shrove Tuesday or Mardi Gras).  

 

Locals explain the Carnival with two related but different legends: 

1. During the Turkish occupation of the territory, people from Mohács fled the town, and started 

living in the nearby swamps and woods to avoid Ottoman (Turkish) troops…  

2. In the older, less popular story, the busós are scaring away not the Turks but Winter itself. 

         

 

The Busó 

The Busós are wearing painted handmade masks from wood and using tools such as „marhakolomp”  

(cowbell) and „kereplő” to generate the very big noise.  

       



 

Farsangvasárnap („Farsang Sunday”) 

At Farsangvasárnap, celebration starts at the Kóló square, traditionally. All of the busós from the swamps 

and woods on boat and from the city convene there. 

 

At the Koló square when all of the busós there, a noise using The Busó Cannon order the busós to walk 

together to the Main Square where the celebration of the carnival starts. 

After it, busós go back to the Danube generating very big noise  to chase the winter and until dusk arrive 

back to the main squere.   

         

Finally, until dusk they make a big fire and dancing surround it during the whole evening and celebrate 

the Carnival, the coming spring and Fertility. Than the Farsangvasárnap ends…  

 

Farsangtemetés („Burial of Farsang”) 

The last day of the Carnival, on Tuesday, the native people are celebrating the Farsangtemetés, the 

„burial of the Farsang”. Actually this is the burial of the winter and the year before. They also write some 

good wishes on the coffin for the next year than burn it and dance the whole night again. 

 

 


